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Drs A, B and C, practice manager, senior practice nurse Description of event At 8am on a Monday morning a
mother rang the practice and requested a house call for her 8 year old child. The receptionist was alarmed by
the symptoms described headache and light hurting his eyes and advised the mother to immediately bring the
child to surgery. The child arrived 5 minutes later and was brought into my room immediately. A quick
assessment showed this child to have meningism, in the meantime the receptionist alerted another doctor in
the practice and the practice nurse. Penicillin arrived with the nurse and my partner made arrangements for
hospitalisation, the nurse drew up the penicillin and I continued my clinical assessment. Receptionist training
and experience, the receptionist was able to spot potentially serious symptoms and advise the mother of the
best and quickest action The immediate availability of two doctors to attend an emergency â€” this is mainly a
reflection of working as a team The receptionist summoning help including the penicillin The availability of in
date penicillin without having to search for it Further evidence of teamwork in the multi tasking What could
have been done better? This is a very positive significant event â€” everything went well. We need to learn
from this and ensure up to date resuscitation training for all staff. I contacted the ward later that day and the
child was stable on HDU. What changes have been agreed? Personal or Team The practice nurse now has a
list of emergency medication expected to be on site and up to date this is checked monthly as per a protocol..
Changes carried out and their effect The changes have been implemented in full. Reflective tool regarding
significant event monitoring in practice [For use if not directly involved in a significant event] You may
download a template here. Example Describe the significant event policy in your practice â€” you may wish to
include your template in supporting documentation Significant event reporting is encouraged from all
members of the team. When are significant events discussed and who is present at the meeting? They are
discussed at our monthly multidisciplinary meeting to which all members of the team are invited. Any event
involving a serious issue of patient safety would be discussed immediately by partners present at the end of
morning surgery that day or the next day â€” any action taken would then still be reported to the monthly team
meeting Describe an example of your involvement in significant event analysis I have been fortunate this year
not to have been involved in a significant event. I am however an active participant in the process. It was
obvious which partner had done this by their reaction. We now have a system in place to ensure all results are
seen, action indicated and that the action is carried out. It has meant that I take longer reading the mail but it
seems so far to have eliminated mistakes What do you think about significant event analysis? Initially I was a
bit wary about washing dirty linen in public. It is however now a valuable part of our practice leading to minor
changes to improve the practice and patient safety.
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The Domesday Book This brief timeline of Middle Ages events mentions details of the major events during
the Middle Ages which were significant to the lives and incidences of famous people, Kings and lords of the
Middle Ages. The timeline starts with the beginning of the Dark Ages or Early Medieval period. The fall of
Western Roman Empire brought significant political, religious and social changes in the European society.
The agricultural revolution and establishment of Ottonian Empire was also important as it first proved to be a
natural allegiance of the Church and the Kingdom of Germany and then, it also proved to be the forced
partnership of Church and Holy Roman Empire that decimated the successful Holy Roman Empire of
Germany. The Battle of Hastings had a very important incidence of European Middle Ages as it established
the feudal system in England and gave way for feudalism in other parts of the Continent. Declaration of
Magna Carta was also a very important event. Commercial revolution of Europe after the last crusade changed
the economical conditions of Europe. During the Great Famine of Europe in 13th century, a big mass of
medieval people lost their life. Joan of Arc emerged as one of the most powerful, most loved and then most
hated woman of the medieval period. The Black Death ate up around half the population of entire Europe. The
Great Schism of late Middle Ages was the most important event of history that brought about a change in the
social conditions of Europe along with the decreasing power of the Church. He then invited Zeno to be the
emperor of both Eastern and Western Empire. Zeno accepted the invitation while Julius Nepo was killed by
his own soldiers in In AD, he defeated Moorish invaders in the Battle of Tours which permanently ended the
Islamic invaders and their expansion in western Europe. Charles Martel is considered as one of the founding
fathers of feudalism and knighthood of Europe. He prepared the grounds for the establishment of Carolingian
Empire. He was the grandfather of Charlemagne. He was declared as the Emperor of Romans in AD and he
enjoyed the empire successfully till his death. He associated his political steps with the Church and
encouraged a revival of art, religion and culture with the help of the Church. However, after his death, the
Carolingian empire faced a Civil War because of the internal tussle between the three surviving sons of Louis
the Pious who struggled for the emperorship. Just like his father, Otto I succeeded in protecting Germans
against Magyar invaders. He chose to create a German monastery and this natural allegiance of German
Church and Kingdom helped him to gain control over the rebellion dukes and establish his Ottonian Empire.
William the Conqueror established the Norman Empire and to protect his empire, he rewarded all his Norman
supporters who fought for him in the war with large piece of land of England. He divided all land of England
in manors and established the feudal system and manoralism. This charter is considered to be the first step
towards the constitutional government of England. The Charter of Magna Carta restricted the power of the
Emperor and proved the importance of a Constitution. During these two years of famine, a big portion of the
population died of hunger and diseases. During those days of famine, crime rate increased to extreme and
there were too many incidences of cannibalism, rapes, and infanticides. The Great Famine brought unrest in
peasants and the members of nobility also suffered a setback and as a result, they became more bloodthirsty
and gave up the oath of chivalry. While there were many periods of peace and ceasefire between England and
France during the period, however, this war was continued again and again in different conflicts till Huge
masses of people met untimely death because of this plague and it significantly reduced the economic and
political power of the kingdoms of Europe. In order to take advantages of the situations, peasants revolted
against their manors and asked for better treatment. People got angry against the Church because no volumes
of prayers could save them; while they also got angry against the government because the government was
unable to help them either. The Western Christendom suffered much bigger jolt during to , when there were
three contestants for the Papacy. This internal tussle for ultimate power of papacy significantly reduced the
influence and power of the Church over common people.
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The bureau studied highway needs and made recommendations for a 4,mile state highway system. The state
legislature made its first appropriation for certain state roads. In , voters approved the State Highways Act of
Initially, the tax was set at 2 cents a gallon. Accompanying legislation also created the "Motor Vehicle Fuel
Fund," with some of the money going directly to counties and other funds being deposited into the "State
Highway Maintenance Fund" for maintenance, repair, widening, resurfacing, and reconstruction of state
highways and roads and highways in state parks. The bridge represented a remarkable engineering and
political achievement. This project marked the beginning of the freeway era in the Golden State. The Division
of Highways was reorganized to deal with the greater volume of work the act generated. Eisenhower signed
the Federal-Aid Highway Act of Under the act, the federal government supplied 90 percent of funding for
interstate highways, with the state paying the remaining 10 percent. Interstate 80 became the first all-weather,
trans-Sierra Nevada highway and was nationally recognized as a major engineering achievement. The bill
allowed counties to increase the in-lieu tax by one-half cent to develop rapid transit systems. The legislature
also increased the gasoline tax to 7 cents a gallon. Brown on May 14, signed Senate Bill 64 into law. The bill
provided for renumbering the state highway system, effective July 1, This was a significant milestone in
developing a fully-automated traffic management system and included elements such as underground loop
detectors and ramp metering. This provided a significant new source of revenue for local transportation
facilities, in particular, for transit. The new district was in Orange County. After the earthquake, emergency
transportation was greatly impacted in the Bay Area; however, Caltrans reopened the Bay Bridge in an
amazing 30 days. A State Master Plan for Transportation was adopted, with a focus on reducing traffic
congestion and an emphasis on expanding bus, rail and other public transit systems instead of adding more
freeways. The act limited using transportation funds for nontransportation-related needs. Proposition 1A
permanently protected Proposition 42 transportation funds and required previously diverted funds to be repaid.
Caltrans seismically retrofitted When complete, the project will consist of two parallel 4,foot-long tunnels and
a two 1,foot-long bridges. In October, Caltrans quickly responded to a fiery tunnel crash on Interstate 5 near
Santa Clarita that killed three people and involved 31 vehicles. Caltrans cleared the tunnel and reopened the
route in a remarkable three days. The work was completed in a record 38 working days, rather than the
projected two years, with minimal inconvenience to the public. No single source previously existed for
integrated information focused on highway travel. QuickMap is seamless, statewide, and users choose the
information displayed, such as California Highway Patrol incidents and color-coded traffic speed. As of , the
QuickMap app is also available for mobile devices , however Caltrans cautions users to be safe, check the
roads before you go, and never use the app while driving. When funding was awarded in , the Fourth Bore
Project was the largest stimulus-funded transportation project in the country. This stable source of revenue
will fund "Fix it First" deferred maintenance projects on state highways, while providing funding to enhance
trade corridors, transit, and active transportation facilities, in addition to repairing local streets and roads
throughout California. Statewide Alerts and Other Information.
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Surrender of Cornwallis 2. The Reformation The Reformation was one of the greatest events in European
history. Prior to this period, the Roman Catholic Church had close to absolute control over the people and
governments of the Christian world. It was when many of the learned men of the time began to question the
practices of the church in comparison to the Bible that trouble arose. The intent of the Reformation was to
reform the Catholic Church and bring it back to its biblical roots. The end result was a rending of the church
into two factions: The Reformation brought the religious texts into the hands of the masses and began the
decline of the Catholic power. Both the wars it caused and the actions of the famous historical figures it
involved still continue to shape the world today. Thinking of this only as a European event could be erroneous.
Because of the Reformation, much of the New World, known as the Americas, was shaped, missionaries
increased in number throughout the world, and thinkers who rose up from the Renaissance could proclaim
their discoveries and beliefs with less fear of persecution. The Reformation gave us free thought while holding
us down to the basics of life. The Life of Jesus of Nazareth Whether you are a Christian or not, you cannot
honestly say that the life of Jesus of Nazareth did not dramatically impact history. If you follow the dating
system that we use today, you acknowledge his impact. This article is published in A. At the time of his life, it
might not have seen so dramatic to the world at large. It was only after he left earth that his teachings spread
beyond his homeland and began to cause trouble for the ruling power of the time: When Roman rulers began
to persecute the followers of Jesus, Christians, his life really began to ripple out around the globe. Over time,
Christianity was accepted by the Roman rulers, which allowed it to spread even further. Today, Christianity is
one of the largest religions of the world. Jesus set off an atomic religious bomb that is still felt today. Tearing
Down of the Berlin Wall Tearing down a wall might not seem like much, but when you realize what all else
came down with that wall, you begin to see it in a whole new light. At the end of World War II, there was
relief at the downfall of a disturbed man who wanted to dominate the earth. However, there was also suspicion
between countries and a desire to control as much land as possible. The nations that defeated Hitler and his
friends began to quarrel amongst themselves. Should the defeated lands be democratic in nature or
communist? The end result was a lesson from King Solomon: Germany was the embodiment of the war, and
therefore, it became the most disputed area. In the end, it was split in half with one part under a communist
government and the other under a more democratic style. Through the middle of Berlin, a large wall was built
to separate the capital city and symbolize the wall that separated the communist world from everyone else.
When the wall came down in , it signified the end of communist rule and birth of the voice of the people.
World War II This is one of the few wars that literally involved most of the world. The scarring from this
six-year fight is still seen today in the demolished buildings and the tattooed numbers on the arms of POWs.
There was no one main objective or enemy. There was no main front. It was composed of the European,
African, and Asian segments of the war. It ripped through every economic level, race, religion, and culture.
Country after country fell into other hands. Men, women, and children were killed by the millions. Many lost
their loved ones and had to seek new lands to call home as there was so much devastation. The world had
changed and was never to return to the innocence it once claimed. It was the unmasking of an underlying evil
that took an ugly shape in the Cold War. Only as the truth of the massacres, plots, and campaigns have
revealed themselves has the world truly begun to heal. No one during that time could imagine anything worse.
That is until they faced themselves with WWII and even more bloodshed. But WWI was not pushed aside. In
truth, Kennan was right on the money. The hatred toward the world that many Germans felt led to the election
of Hitler, the creation of concentration camps, and the fall of France, Poland, and many other countries. An
unsatisfied closure to the Great War caused it to be the silence before the storm. Russian troops in trenches.
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Can you imagine a day without using the telephone? Does not the discovery of that too have its grounds in
deep rooted history? Matters so trivial are everyday affairs, imagine India minus the Muslim Sultanate, the
tourism industry would have been in for a doom for India would have no monuments to boast of. Further still
imagine an Egypt without the mummies and the Pyramids, not so much a destination for your next vacation, is
it? That said about Architectural and Monarchical history, it is really the turning of eras that has changed the
World. Imagine a world without America! No pun on the naming game, history has always been more about
patriarchal norms and dominance of men. How about subtracting from you the episodes of absolute rule of
Britannia? What you might be wondering is how it changed the World! All those Antiterrorism laws we are
now proud of were lead by these attacks and the general stereotyping of Muslims as terrorists and a major
hatred towards the religion in United States in particular is still evident. Invasion of Afghanistan by USA to
depose the Taliban and the Iraq war in are too believed to have been triggered by these attacks. They changed
how the world reacted to terrorism, and the financial losses incurred due to closed stock markets for six days
changed how the world economy functioned. The Birth of Muhammad A. The Birth of Prophet Muhammad is
not as important for being his birthdate as it is for giving birth to Islam as a religion. Muhammad was the
founder and promulgator of one of the most influential religions in the world and believe it or not Islam is
much beyond the terror it believes to have perpetrated. It was once the prophecy of love and it has acted like a
bridge of knowledge leading to many discoveries of art and science. Setting stage for Italian Renaissance and
ultimately the Crusades. Islam is much beyond Al-Qaeda. Where do you believe the concept of devil came
from? Hell, Heaven and Purgatory besides Satan are concepts given to the world by Christianity. Would you
believe that Christianity had its roots in the early Jewish Culture and Paganism? That said, how it changed our
world is that Christianity made men literate, it is often correctly said that no man of words could not know
Christianity. Schools, welfare centres and Healthcare were first managed by the missionaries of the Church
and if not for the authoritative church, the world would have lost on science, art and multiple revolutions.
People in the 16th century were more literate than their ancestors and they reasoned more than they felt, and
this made the Protestant Reformation a major European Movement. The world sprang up with Protestant
churches while the reformers moved to the New World or America, but what was most important was the
decentralization of power of the Roman Catholic Church and its Clerics and the idea to question ancient
beliefs and lead life with a scientific approach. Industrial Revolution was never a possibility without the
Reformation. Medical Revolution Imagine a world with no medical help or doctors? That was how it used to
be, why else were pandemics more deadly then than they are now? The discovery of Penicillin has saved more
lives than the discovery of water purifiers if you thought that was an important invention. Vaccinations
prevented human race from extinction at a time when small pox was believed to be a punishment for evil
doers. Realize now how life without medical revolution was? Assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of
Austria- Now you wonder if that ever meant anything at all. It did, the First World War. It was only when
Austria- Hungary declared war on Serbia post the assassination that the circumstances so invited the First
World War and the world changed. It was the first time that wars witnessed modern lethal weapons including
chemical weapons and tanks killing almost 9 million people. Entire Empires collapsed in countries like Russia
and Austria. It lead to formation of the League of Nations, also giving rise to Russian revolution and
ultimately the Second World War. The Renaissance You know what Renaissance gave to the world?
Renaissance was no event but an age that triggered the cultural rebirth of Europe after it was struck by the
destruction caused by the Black Death. Columbus and Vasco da Gama changed the World maps intended to
look with new civilizations to offer. Books were printed and no more the educated were from the church, the
common man had just as much to read as the priests and monks. It was not a cultural change but a
breakthrough that made the conservative orthodox Europe adapt to the more logical ways of the world. And
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since there was no looking back in being the most culturally and architecturally rich continent in the World.
Invasion of Poland by Germany- Another event that made no change in the world? Read your history again
because if not for this, Hiroshima would have been spared the atom bomb. Germany was divided into east and
west to be occupied by Soviets and Allies respectively. Europe had lesser countries with their borders
redefined and many British and French colonies celebrated independence. The Cold war and Arms Race too
are blamed to have been triggered by the war to change world politics for years to come. But how it changed
the world the most was that United Nations was formed and how children in Nagasaki and Hiroshima were
deformed. The Industrial Revolution You realize how today you are sitting in front of your screens in posh
offices and are employed? Probably because somewhere in the , the Industrial Revolution in England
happened, or atleast began. It was not just an explosion of new technological inventions, the press and new
ideas based on logic and reason but also an entire drive to drive mankind away from feudalism. An aftermath
of the Renaissance, the Industrial Revolution was best received in other parts of Europe post the French
Revolution that to an extent abolished Feudalism. All the healthcare, transportation and technology we today
enjoy was due to the Industrial Revolution some ancestors brought about in the heart of the world. Boston Tea
Party You thought the list could have been better topped by what preceded, who cares what happens over a tea
party after all, important stuff happens over coffee. Not really, not when coffee has been boycotted as the
drink of the English and the climax to the American Revolutionary War is triggered? You know how that
changed your world? America was the first nation to oppose the monarchy or tyranny of her majesty and with
13 colonies striving for absolute independence against the British Military, it was not only a war between
America and England but also among major Nations of Europe with the French siding with the colonies. With
congress declaring independence in July , not just 13 colonies of the world were free but it gave rise to French
Revolution, then Russian and then the war for independence in all major colonies was not far to follow. Great
Britain lost not just colonies but faced major financial loses for its own economy rested majorly on the
exploitation of these economies. So you know why America poses as the saviour of Mankind? They had once
inspired you to not be a Britannic colony, then again the civil war freed the slaves and maybe just once more
or once less.
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The discovery of nuclear fission and making of the atomic bomb has to be #1 most significant event in human history. It
changed politics and the nature of war for all time. David Henriksen says.

Email Copy Link Copied Throughout the course of history, the world has witnessed a multitude of
catastrophic events. Dating right back to the horrors of the atlantic slave trade during the eighteenth century to
the terror attacks of September 11 , these historical events have shaped and continue to mould our worldview.
Indeed, some of these historical events have decidedly altered cultures around the globe, effectively bringing a
whole new way of thinking into being. In some cases, the question begs as to whether we will ever learn from
that which has gone before, as we continue to repeat the actions taken by our predecessors. Are those who
cannot remember the past doomed to repeat it, as the Spanish writer George Santayana once proclaimed? It
continues to do so, as the world stands by and watches continued armed conflict in Egypt, Afghanistan,
Chechnya and the Ukraine to name but a few countries. Here, the focus is on man-made calamities throughout
history. Whether or not we were living at the time of the atrocities featured on this list, these events are etched
into the minds of individuals globally. They have influenced the scale of time and continue to be taught in
classrooms around the world. It bodes well to remember his words in this historical moment more than ever.
The seriousness of the event was not immediately recognised. Two individuals died on the day of the
explosion, followed by an additional 29 deaths due to radiation in the weeks following the accident. This
resulted in the death of over 2, U. It resulted in the death of over 16 million combatants and civilians. The war
can be attributed to a number of causes such as mutual defense alliances, imperialism, militarism and
nationalism. The catalyst that spurred the outbreak of fighting was the assassination of Archduke Franz
Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary in June Debate still abounds today as to the root causes of the war. There was
no main front. Rather, it was comprised of European, African, and Asian subdivisions of the war. The
contentious war ended with the withdrawal of U. Throughout the course of the war, over 3 million people,
among them 58, American citizens, were killed in the conflict and 75, individuals were severely disabled in
the war. It saw the mass slaughter of the Tutsis by the Hutus, resulting from longstanding internal conflict
between the two ethnic groups. Burnett states that the civil war broke out as a result of a coup by the Rwandan
Patriotic Front in an attempt to defeat the Hutu led government. The Hutu retaliated and the ensuing civil war
that took place meant that a staggering percentage of the country was killed during the genocide in the East
African State. The number affected is estimated to be somewhere in the region of five hundred thousand to
over one million. The Nazis, who rose to power in Germany in , saw Jews as racially inferior. Their eugenics
movement aimed to stop the weak from procreating. The barbaric means by which this was carried out was
compulsory sterilisation, segregation or institutionalisation of anyone deemed to be unfit. Ultimately, eugenics
became an umbrella under which ethnic genocide could be justified in Nazi Germany. It was a devastating
period of the twentieth century.
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Share2 Shares 10K This list takes a look at the 10 most seminal, historical and influential events in the
evolution of the United States of America. The lister tried to include 5 good and 5 bad events, but the bad won
the numbers game. There is a photograph of him giving this speech, which also shows John Wilkes Booth
standing above and behind him, on a balcony. Lincoln ended his speech with these words: Atzerodt lost his
nerve and fled without attacking Johnson. Seward was severely injured from a fall out of his carriage, and a
splint he wore for his broken jaw is all that protected his throat from the knife. Powell then ran out into the
night. Seward did not die. Booth is the only man of the plot who succeeded. The details are well known to
every American school kid. He shot Lincoln in the back of the head with a. To win a war, therefore, regardless
of whether it should be fought, or which side is the good side does not put an end to the human capacity to
hate. Thus, no victory will ever be the last. Buy Lincoln at Amazon. Jefferson immediately ordered the
territory explored, and commissioned Meriwether Lewis and William Clark for the job. America is not a land
of evil people. The whole project was given a big headstart by Dr. Albert Einstein, who signed a letter written
by Leo Szilard, which was sent to F. Roosevelt, advising him that the Nazis were probably trying their best to
invent a nuclear weapon, which they would certainly use on the civilian population of some large city,
probably London or Moscow or on a large population of Jews. It is, therefore, on the books that America
became the first nation to complete the understanding of nuclear fission and developed the first weapon using
this technology. Japan was largely intent on fighting to the last man, which would have lasted years more. The
atomic bombs Fat Man and Little Boy changed their minds in 4 days. A time of great evil, but this list is not
about evil or good events, only those that are important. Communism works on paper, but when you add
human desires to it, it fails. Unfortunately, the only president who stepped back and looked at the whole
picture was shot in the head in Dallas, plausibly to stop him from removing all American activity from
Southeast Asia. The president who came after him wanted the War at all costs, and various motives have been
put forth, including his own selfish oil interests. War is big business and historically improved an economy by
motivating people to enter the workforce and construct weapons. But no one wanted the war in Vietnam.
There was no obvious villain to fight. The hawks clamored for a quick end with a few atomic bombs, but that
would have infuriated and terrified China and Russia both Communist. The smart argument was to remove the
American military and civilian population from the area before they stayed long enough to have to save face
after losing personnel and material. On the bright side, the Vietnam War established something good: Tens of
thousands of U. Most scholars credit them with shortening U. The War was over. They were absolute evils,
universally despised except by very small numbers of fanatics whose philosophy no one has ever taken
seriously. He still has plenty of supporters, most of them in various places throughout the Middle East, but
their percentage is microscopic compared to the favorable response to his death on May 1, And it was the
United States military, without help from anyone else, that did it. Osama bin Laden was an enemy of civilized
humanity. He lived for his self-perceived purpose of destroying peaceful relations between cultures, and the
annihilation of democracy. The United States made the most obvious target for his reckless hate, and he
championed murder and suicide. He was a monster. But most importantly is the technical difficulty involved
in finding and dealing with him. It is no easy thing to find someone on Earth who does not want to be found.
The USA employed almost every single weapon in its arsenal, the most powerful in the history of Earth, in
locating him, and he still evaded justice for a decade. It may take a century or more, but terrorism will be
stopped. Now we believe it. Watch the thrilling film depiction of the capture of Osama bin Laden. Buy Zero
Dark Thirty at Amazon. Kennedy The jury is still out, and probably will be for a very long time, as to why in
the world Kennedy had to die. There are loads of conspiracy theories, most centering on the Chicago mafia.
Sam Giancana is thought to have rigged the election to get Kennedy into the Office, but why he did this is a
long, complicated story. In general, Giancana believed his interests would fare better under Kennedy. The
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answer is almost always money. Bobby came down very hard on organized crime, especially in the Chicago
area, and the conspiracy theory goes that Giancana felt betrayed and resolved to avenge this. This lister is of
the opinion that Lee Harvey Oswald did not act alone, but whether he knew or not, he was accompanied by at
least one other gunman, possibly several. The important thing is what this event did to American morale:
What about Charles de Gaulle? What about kings and queens? And this was worse than the assassination of
Lincoln, for the sole reason of modern security. But he made one serious mistake: Among them are that both
spoke prophetic words regarding their deaths. Lincoln dreamed his death not long before it happened. The
only reason they are not thought of as such today is because George Washington , with a lot of help from the
French, won the War. He lost about 6 major battles, and won only about 3, but the three he won were the three
that mattered in the end. His primary enemy was Charles Lord Cornwallis, who was more than a match for
him many times. But when Washington combined all his American forces with those of the French of Gilbert
du Motier, the Marquis de Lafayette, Cornwallis could not overcome them. When he surrendered, The United
States of America became a nation all its own. Are they, at long last, men? In order to circumvent this last
question, most white citizens, especially in the South, actually argued that black people were not humans, but
slightly subhuman. At no other time in American history was the nation more polarized over any issue. In
hindsight, fighting over it was the only resolution. No compromise could avail itself forever. Many war
experts consider it the first modern war, not because of the Gatling gun, but because of musket rifling and the
Minie ball. As said in 10, , Americans died. This was horror on a scale no American ever saw before or since.
Most of the common soldiers enlisted and fought for the money and three square meals a day. This was a job,
and the promise of adventure, for the price of possible death or injury. By the time it was over, Richmond had
been bombed into a moonscape, General Sherman had burned Atlanta to the ground, and the President was
killed. The Constitution was amended to this effect, Blacks were given the right to vote and hold office, and a
nation much more similar to that of the present finally existed in the Western Hemisphere. Their sole intent
was indiscriminate mass murder, for the purpose of causing as much physical, emotional, mental,
psychological and financial harm on America as they possibly could. Their motives were, and still are,
convoluted, complicated, and completely spurious. America is not the Great Satan some in the Middle East
have made it out to be. This why no one fought back against the terrorists until word reached the fourth plane
that three others had been hijacked and deliberately turned into weapons. The terrorists had no intention of
ransoming innocent people, but were resigned to what they were taught would be a glorious martyrdom, by
killing American citizens. The fourth plane was probably destined for the U. Capitol building in Washington,
D. Today, the entire world can rest assured that never again will an American airplane be overtaken by anyone
for any reason, because no terrorist of any culture or motive can ever again be trusted not to kill himself and
innocent bystanders for the goal of entering Heaven. The terrorists will not stop until there are no terrorists.
And now the civilized world knows it. In just about a week we remember the significant events of July 20, ,
when humanity did itself proud, in spite of all its wars, sadism, hatred, and insanity. We set foot on another
world. We have no choice but to remember the awful things our species has perpetrated on itself and on Planet
Earth. But we can now choose to think of ourselves as ultimately good. Beneath it all, we are a decent species.
We did not, until this date, possess or even deserve a universal common ground on which to agree. Now, no
matter what else happens, if extraterrestrial life ever learns of us, they will learn that we walked on our own
moon, studied it up close and personal, and returned safe and sound. And it was the United States of America
who saw it through. After tragedies uncountable, the most notorious of which was the fiery death of Virgil
Grissom, Ed White, and Roger Chaffee.
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Chapter 8 : The 10 Most Important Moments and Events in History | Owlcation
Important Events Here we feature some of the most seminal, historical, and influential events throughout history - both
celebrated and unheralded - from the emergence of powerful civilizations and empires, to famous battles, great
achievements, and events that have helped shape the world we currently know.

Significant events can be very wide-ranging and can reflect good as well as bad practice. Examples could
include underage pregnancy, coping with a staffing crisis, complaints or compliments received by the practice,
breaches of confidentiality, a sudden unexpected death or hospitalisation, an unsent referral letter, a person
with diabetes registered as severely sight impaired or a delay in cancer diagnosis. Unlike the bulk of clinical
audit in General Practice, SEA is qualitative and requires a skilled, structured dissection of events, whether
clinical, administrative, or organisational, around some central, crucial questions: What happened and why?
How could things have been different? What can we learn from what happened? What needs to change? As
with more conventional audit cycles , there is no fixed end point; outcomes should be revisited and the
implementation and success of any agreed changes monitored at preset intervals. Aims of SEA[ 2 ] To identify
events in individual cases that have been critical beneficial or detrimental to the outcome and to improve the
quality of patient care from the lessons learnt. To instigate a culture of openness, not individual blame or
self-criticism, and reflective learning. To enable team-building and support following stressful episodes. To
enable identification of good practice, as well as suboptimal. To be a useful tool for team and individual
continuing professional development, identifying group and individual learning needs. Epidemiology Medical
error in primary care is believed to occur at a rate of between times per , consultations. Process There are
seven stages to an SEA, encompassing the following[ 2 , 5 ]: Awareness of and prioritising a significant event.
All members of staff being able to identify and prioritise a significant event confidently. Practices having a
simple computer-based or paper-based system for logging all significant events as they occur. This should be
easily accessible to all staff. Significant events being prioritised on the basis of their actual, or potential,
consequences for the quality and safety of patient care. There should also be clearly apparent opportunities for
learning and improvement. Often there is an over-representation of heavily clinical material for audit which
may be alienating for non-clinical staff, so flexibility is required, meeting in different team combinations
appropriate to the nature of the events and reporting back to a future, full team-based meeting.
Chapter 9 : Important Events | Ancient Origins
About. American history and world history can be found at historycental- History's home on the web. Explore our
complete time lines of major events in American history as well as World History.
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